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The

latest...

soft to
the touch
Plain white tiles may work for a minimalist look, but
why not add interest with these unusual velvet-set
designs from De Ferranti? Available in 30 or 40cm,
these unique floral tiles are made with velvet set in
concrete. Bespoke commissions are accepted and
other designs are available. Priced at £720sq m, the
floral designs come in six shades: Cherry, Marzipan,
Oyster, Liquorice, Grapefruit and Pearl

surfaces

Brush up

First there were digital images on
splashbacks, now you can have them on
your floors with Forbo’s Floorink vinyl.
Simply pick an image from its selection
or choose your own. From £95sq m

fabulous
flooring
Broadleaf’s new
range of Vintage
Oak Parquet
offers a glam
alternative to the
usual polished
parquet floor.
Featuring softly
worn edges and
a distressed
patina, it comes
in a range of
shades, such as
Dark, shown. It
costs £69.65sq m

set in stone
reate interest in
your kitchen with a
textured Stoneskin
wall from Devon
Stone. Combining natural
stone with a resin to create
a layered look, Stoneskin will
add heritage to a period-style
kitchen and offer a talking
point for fashionistas with a
contemporary scheme. It also
gives a 3D look to walls that
guests just won’t be able to
resist touching. Stoneskin is
available in six natural finishes:
Oriental Basalt, Ardesia Nera,
shown, Everest Green, Pierre
D’Orient, Oyster and Sunrise.
Priced from £98.16sq m
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bespoke vinyl

Award-winning kitchen design
company Chiselwood has
teamed up with Little Greene
to bring you 35 original shades
of The Chiselwood Paint
Collection. Inspired by colours
found in both the kitchen and
garden, such as Garlic, shown,
Beetroot and Icing Sugar Blue,
the paints are grouped together
in five varying palettes: Crème,
Terre, Vert, Bleu and Rouge.
From £37.50 for a 2.5-litre
tin of acrylic eggshell

